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We conducted a survey and asked people to rank
themselves based on their self-perceived EHS.
One of the questions we asked them was about light bulbs. This is how they
responded.
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We asked the Question, “What do CFLs emit?”
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We later tested LEDs as they became
available and the is what we found.

The answer was: dirty electricity on wires, RF through air, light flicker,
choppy visual spectrum, some ELF E-Field and M-Field, some IR (infra
red) and UV (utraviolet).

NOTE: When we distributed this questionnaire LEDs were not available at an
aﬀordable price, were not being widely used and so they were not included in the
survey.
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This is what dirty electricity looks like as it
travels along a wire (red) and through the air
(blue) (Fluke Scopemeter running on battery).
One GS Filter reduced dirty electricity on wire and in air. There are now
other manufacturers of filters for dirty electricity.
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This is what the visible spectrum looks like from
various light sources.
The least natural one is CFLs. NOTE: The blue:red ratio is also
important biologically.
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I was invited to give a talk at a Lighting Conference in Wismar, Germany, in 2016. I asked the conference
organizers to send me one of their “best” light bulbs. The light bulb I measured had exceptionally high RFR
and it turns out to be a bulb that can be controlled by your cell phone. Levels of RF were similar to WiFi
routers!!! Note: the light bulb I purchased in Canada has the same problem.
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Spectral distribution of various light sources, infrared (IR), ultraviolet (UV) and light flicker. Note the
blue to red ratio is important especially at night. Avoid blue light at night.

This is the Light Noise
Detector we used. It
comes from Medical
Electronics in Germany
and is quite costly.

This light noise detector is less
expensive and is available at: https://
www.sensora.com/lightbee.html
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These are the results we got for 38 light bulbs we tested.
We measured background (BG) with all lights oﬀ,
incandescent (INC); halogen (H), compact fluorescent
(CFL) and a large number of light emitting diodes (LED).
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We have a chapter on light
in Aruna Bakhru’s book
(available on amazon).

Martel, AA, W Burwell, M Havas. 2018. Chapter 21:
Healing with Light, Aruna Bakhru (Ed.), Nutrition and
Integrative Medicine: A Primer for Clinicians,
CRC Press. 483–509.
Introduction
Our relationship with light and especially with light from the sun has gone through
several cultural transformations. Early civilizations worshipped the sun. Around the
time of Hippocrates, sunlight was used for healing (heliotherapy) and was prescribed
along with thermal baths and rest. In the middle ages, since peasants worked the
fields and aristocracy stayed indoors or was otherwise sheltered from the sun, fair
skin was viewed as a sign of wealth and privilege leading to the peaches–and–cream
complexion so valued among British maidens. During the industrial revolution, a
growing population worked indoors in factories and received little sun exposure
while the rich could afford vacations in southern climates. So a tan was associated
with wealth and leisure. Today, most people when they think of the sun associate it
with skin cancer, which bodes well for the sunscreen industry that encourages people
to cover up and get as little direct sun exposure as possible. Similarly our relationship
with artificial has gone through several revolutions with the first, and perhaps most
profound, being the use of fire which morphed from wood, to animal fat, to kerosene,
to candles as the source of fuel. The second revolution came a century ago with
Edison’s incandescent light bulb. Concern about the fossil fuel reserves and climate
change prompted a move towards energy efficiency and several countries banned
Edison’s light bulb in favor of energy efficient fluorescent lights and light emitting
diodes (LED). We are currently witnessing the third revolution of light as a source of
energy an information that can be used and deciphered by living cells. Light as a tool
for healing (phototherapy) and optimal health and this is what this chapter is about.
https://www.amazon.ca/Nutrition-Integrative-Medicine-Primer-Clinicians/dp/
1498759483
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